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revenue considerations but that Government were put into
the unfortunate position that fluctuations in their receipts
as currency authority reacted upon and upset the budget-
ary position. The Reserve Bank Bill of 1927 was wrecked
on the question of composition of the directorate. Now,
with the participation of Indian States in the Federation,
this question would assume a new complexion and possibly
the old difficulties may not arise. As Sir Basil Blackett
suggested, this might be one of the first institutions to be
set up under the Federation and might well be called the
Federal Bank of India.
But in addition to the question of composition of the
directorate, there are other points which must be settled
before the Bank could be entrusted with the management
of the currency. The rupee-sterling ratio must necessarily
be stated in a Reserve Bank Bill, which will raise the old
controversy once again, unless some agreement with
Indian opinion is reached in the interval. The reconsidera-
tion of the ratio would raise the connected question
whether the Indian currency should be linked to sterling,
or to gold or any other standard. And this question
obviously cannot be decided until world conditions im-
prove and the situation with regard to the selection of an
international monetary standard becomes more clear and
definite.
In view of the dependence of India on sterling in regard
to foreign trade and public finance, she will in any case
have to have substantial sterling assets in her currency
reserves. What reserves would be regarded as adequate is
a matter on which no opinion can at present be expressed.
The decision will necessarily be governed by the circum-
stances prevailing at the time. All that can be said now is
that India's position in relation to sterling assets is much
stronger than at any time during the last two years.

